REPAIR YOUR BIKE YOUR WAY

SMALL CONE WRENCHES
Tighten or adjust wheel hubs

HEADSET / PEDAL WRENCH
Tighten or install handlebars & pedals

HEX KEYS
Tighten crank bolts, brake levers, shifters, derailleur, brake cables, shift cables, stems, handlebars, etc.

SCREWDRIVERS
Install accessories, such as lights, reflectors, bells; adjust components like derailleur & brakes

DUAL-HEAD BIKE PUMP
Use on both Presta & Schrader valves; inflate tires at least once a week or two; recommended pressure is usually found on tire's sidewall

STEEL CORE TIRE LEVERS
Remove a tight tire; slip this tool under tire bead for leverage

TORX T-25
Tighten bolts that secure disc-brake rotors to wheel hubs

REPAIR STAND LOCATIONS
• Student Center Parking Structure
• Engineering Tower
• Campus Housing Areas

...AND MORE!

UCI Transportation parking.uci.edu